Construction

Quick Square / Folding Squares / Floor Scrapers

Quick Square

The quick square, also known as a
layout or angle square is designed to
provide carpenters with a quick and
accurate way to mark out many building
projects and is widely used when
constructing roof rafters. Manufactured
from aluminium, and graduated with
degree measurements, which
help to simplify material
layout and timber cutting.

Folding Squares

Heavy-duty aluminium construction folding square with 90° and 45° angles for
greater versatility. Ideal for use when laying floors, patios and for other similar
building work where measuring accuracy is a major consideration.
Quick and easy to fold. Supplied complete with a storage case.

Size:
180mm

SIZE

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIFS600

600mm

£19.73

£23.68

FAIFS1200

1200mm

£42.08

£50.50

FAICSQUICK
£6.70 Ex VAT £8.04 Inc VAT

Roofing Scraper

Heavy-duty roofing scraper with a
175mm (7in) wide one-piece solid steel
forged blade and a 1.4m (54in) wooden
handle. Can be
re-sharpened
with a hand file.
Ideal for roofing felt
removal, digging or
chopping tree roots.

Floor
Scrapers

Used for removing grease
and dirt from workshop
floors, kitchen preparation
areas and shopping arcades
etc. The steel blade is
designed not to damage
tiled flooring or laminates.
Fitted with a fibreglass
handle for strength and
easy sterilisation.

Floor Scraper
Spare Blades
Spare steel blades to suit the
Faithfull floor scrapers.
FOUR HOLE FIXING

Heavy-Duty 200mm (8in)
FAIFSHD8B
£3.51 Ex VAT £4.21 Inc VAT
Heavy-Duty 300mm (12in)
FAIFSHD12B
£4.14 Ex VAT £4.97 Inc VAT
Heavy-Duty 400mm (16in)
FAIFSHD16B
£5.95 Ex VAT £7.14 Inc VAT

FIVE HOLE FIXING
For other popular makes of floor
scraper.

Weight: 2.25kg
FAIHDRS
£35.20 Ex VAT
£42.24 Inc VAT

140

Handle length:
1.4m
SIZE
FAIFS

200mm (8in)

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£19.22 £23.06

FAIFSHD12 300mm (12in) £22.19 £26.63
FAIFSHD16 400mm (16in) £25.01 £30.01

200mm (5 Hole old type)
FAIFSBLADE
£3.93 Ex VAT £4.72 Inc VAT

